
 

Southwind residents kicked off National Assisted Living Week on 

Sunday, which also happened to be Grandparents’ Day. Big 

thanks to our sponsors, Cookie ATM & Bayou Made Boutique, as 

well as Mary Ann’s Flower Shop.  Ms. Bergeron and the children 

at Northside Christian School sent a warm video message, and 

Rooms to Grow Daycare sent hand-made cards.  Next came 

Western Day, and we thank “Chad Monceaux for Mayor 2022” 

for sponsoring our boot tappin’ entertainment, Mr. Glenn 

Fontenot.  After visiting the wild west, Southwind celebrated with 

a Hawaiian Luau.  A big “Mahalo” (Thank you) to Kirk’s Cooling & 

Heating for keeping us comfortable year round, and for 

sponsoring the snowballs from ISIS Snowballs!      (Continued on page 3) 



 

Birthdays & Anniversaries 
 

Residents: 

Mary Chapman   10/08, 2 years 

Lottie Keith    10/08, 3 years 

     

 

Employees: 

Jill Signorelli    10/21 

Stephanie Goodwin  10/25 

 

Bethany Comeaux   10/07, 10 years 

Maria Young    10/29, 12 years 
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Ms. Myrtle Vining Chasity Lindsey 



Our mission is to operate and manage the highest level of quality independent and assisted living communities, 

providing superior service and unmatched value where residents and their family members are shown 

compassion, understanding, respect, dignity and caring support, and team members feel a sense of belonging.

Celebrations continued with the Nifty ‘50s.  Special thanks to Double L Customs for sponsoring our 

milkshakes and a movie day, as well as Ruddock’s Bakery for the delicious sweets, and to Frosto for 

the car trays that decorated our tables.  Carnival Day proved to be full of surprises, including a live 

Magic Show.  Thank you to “Clint Cradeur for Mayor” for sponsoring this day of celebrations.  Mitch 

the Magician showed off his sleight of hand skills and residents were treated to yummy carnival food 

like chicken on a stick, corndogs, and caramel apples.  Thank you to Debbie Daigle from Hope 

Hospice for the pies, and Gabby’s Grab N Go & V-Drive for goodies used for our Carnival games! 

We ended our celebration of National Assisted Living Week on Friday with Pirate Day….aarrggghhh! 

The day began with a friendly game of “Greedy Dice” because what else is there to do on a ship? 

Then we had a delicious meal of fried fish topped with a creamy seafood sauce over rice. Happy 

hour was complete with some delicious “Ocean Water” & some even had theirs “dirty”! The day 

ended with pirate games, jokes from Pirate Nurse Cathy, a game of “Pirate Says”, and (Hershey) 

Kisses from a pirate. No one walked the plank, and a good time was had by all the mates! A big 

thank you to Little Caesars for donating the pizza for our Happy Hour!  
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